
 
 

 Expense/Revenue and Fund Transfers 
 

All expense/revenue and fund transfers will be processed through eRequest. Forms and backup 
do not need mailed or faxed. This new process does not include SNAP-ED transfers. 

 
How it works: 

1. Prepare Expense/Revenue Transfer Form  
a. Fund transfers (lump sum transfers) are rarely used. Consult with Jesse before completing a 

Fund Transfer form. 
2. Prepare backup for the transfer 

a. All expense or revenue transfers should be tied to transactions from the 4OS-91 detail activity 
report. 

i. Print/save page(s) of the 4OS-91 report that shows each transaction that is being 
transferred.  

b. OSP (OSURF) transfers require the Cost Transfer Explanation Form (A PI signature is required, 
Operations will take care of the journal # and chair’s signature.) 

c. Any additional useful information. 
 

3. Initiate a new eRequest 
a. Request type: Internal Order 
b. Internal vendor: OSU Extension Operations 
c. Description: Expense/Revenue Transfer 

 
d. Amount: total amount of debits being requested. 
e. Chartfield 

i. If transferring within the unit ORG, chartfield from the first line of the transfer form is 
sufficient. 

ii. If transferring to a another ORG 
1. Change the “workflow” ORG to the unit being charged the expense. 

2.  
iii. If multiple ORGS are being charged (i.e. In-service) 

1. Use unit ORG for the workflow. 
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2. The eRequest approver should use the Ad Hoc approval feature to get multiple 
unit approvals. (If all in same Area, AL approval as level 2 is sufficient.) 

 
iv. The chartfields from the transfer form will be used to complete the request. It is not 

necessary to type out multiple chartfield lines on the eRequest. A single line is fine. 
*Needed to be able to save/submit your request  

f. Attach the transfer form and backup to the eRequest. 
g. Submit the eRequest for approval. 

 
4. After submission 

a. The Service Center will dispatch the request to Operations and mark it “complete”.  
i. Note: The completed eRequest means the Service Center has completed the dispatch. It 

does not mean Operations has completed the transfer. 
b. Operations team will complete the transfer request in PeopleSoft. 

i. The PR# will be referenced in the journal detail, and will show up on the 4OS-91 eReport 
so that it can tie that transaction back to the eRequest during reconciliation. 

c. Operations team will upload a copy of the journal to the eRequest.  
d. The eRequest will serve as the official records retention document. It is not necessary to keep 

copies of your requests or completed journal entries on file in your office. 
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